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Critics of positive psychology have questioned the validity of positive psychological

assessment measures (PPAMs), which negatively affects the credibility and public

perception of the discipline. Psychometric evaluations of PPAMs have shown that various

instruments produce inconsistent factor structures between groups/contexts/times

frames, that their predictive validity is questionable, and that popular PPAMs are culturally

biased. Further, it would seem positive psychological researchers prioritize date-model-fit

over measurement quality. To address these analytical challenges, more innovative

and robust approaches toward the validation and evaluation of PPAMs are required

to enhance the discipline’s credibility and to advance positive psychological science.

Exploratory Structural Equation Modeling (ESEM) has recently emerged as a promising

alternative to overcome some of these challenges by incorporating the best elements

from exploratory- and confirmatory factor analyses. ESEM is still a relatively novel

approach, and estimating these models in statistical software packages can be complex

and tedious. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to provide novice researchers with

a practical tutorial on how to estimate ESEM with a convenient online tool for Mplus.

Specifically, we aim to demonstrate the use of ESEM through an illustrative example

by using a popular positive psychological instrument: the Mental Health Continuum-SF.

By using the MHC-SF as an example, we aim to provide (a) a brief overview of ESEM

(and different ESEM models/approaches), (b) guidelines for novice researchers on how

to estimate, compare, report, and interpret ESEM, and (c) a step-by-step tutorial on how

to run ESEM analyses in Mplus with the De Beer and Van Zy ESEM syntax generator.

The results of this study highlight the value of ESEM, over and above that of traditional

confirmatory factor analytical approaches. The results also have practical implications for

measuring mental health with the MHC-SF, illustrating that a bifactor ESEMModel fits the

data significantly better than any other theoretical model.
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INTRODUCTION

Positive psychology emerged in the late 1990s to counterbalance
the dominating psychopathological focus of the time (1). In the
22 years since its inception, positive psychology’s strive to apply
the scientific method to investigate the positive states, -traits, and
-behaviors that enhance mental health, has spawned a magnitude
of new theories, models and constructs (2, 3). The growth of
the discipline resulted in a rapid rise in the development and
use of “positive psychological assessment measures” (PPAMs)
aimed at measuring these positive psychological constructs
validly and reliably (4). However, critics of positive psychology

have questioned the validity of PPAMs (5–8). Psychometric
evaluations of PPAMs have shown that various instruments
produce inconsistent factor structures, that reliability estimates
vary significantly between groups/contexts/times frames, that the

predictive validity is questionable and that popular PPAMs are
culturally biased [cf. (9–11)]. Although these challenges apply
to all self-report psychometric instruments aimed at measuring

psychological phenomena, it is particularly damaging to the
discipline as it fuels current scientific critiques of positive
psychology [cf. (12, 13)]. These critiques, in turn, negatively affect
the credibility and public perception of the discipline.

A typical example of these challenges can be seen with
the Mental Health Continuum-Short Form [MHC-SF; (14)].
The MHC-SF is one of the most popular PPAMs aimed at
measuring mental health, has shown to produce various factorial
models ranging from a correlated three first-order factorial
model (comprised of emotional-, psychological-, and social well-
being) through to various types of bifactor models with varying
ranges of reliability (15–18). Zemojtel-Piotrowska et al. (18) also
showed that the MHC-SF is not equivalent between cultures
and required various modifications of the factorial model to
ensure that partial invariance could be established. Further, the
item relating to “positive relationships” on the psychological
well-being sub-scale, is strongly related to the social well-being
subscale and has shown to load on both constructs in several
contexts [cf. (18)]. In individualistic cultures, a clear distinction
between these three factors is apparent, however in collectivistic
cultures psychological- and social well-being seem to be tied
more closely together (16, 18). Therefore, limiting the cross-
cultural comparisons which could be made with the instrument.
A final conceptual issue also pertains to how mental health
is defined vs. how it’s measured. Keyes (19) indicated that
mental health lies on a continuum ranging from languishing
to flourishing. However, the MHC-SF measures mental health
as a function of “a dynamic interaction between three factors”
classified into three categories (languishing, moderate mental
health, and flourishing). When cross-loadings are constrained
to zero in its estimation, no “dynamic interaction” between
these factors can be captured. Further, the categorization of
mental health into categories is not aligned with the idea that
mental health ranges on a continuum. Therefore, there is a
disconnect between the conceptual formation of mental health as
a continuum and the psychometric measurement (or estimation)
thereof as categorical. Given that factors like mental health
cannot directly be observed but only inferred through behavioral

observation, Morin et al. (20) argued that the approach employed
to (analytically) explore and validate instruments measuring
these factors may be at the core of the issue.

Marsh et al. (21) argued that behavioral observation in
psychological research usually takes the form of recorded
responses to observed indicators (items on questionnaires),
reflecting the overall, unobserved latent factor it is supposed
to be measuring. Factor analysis was therefore developed to
explore and represent these psychological constructs through
constructing latent factors that are seen as the “underlying
cause of these behaviors” [(20), p. 1,044]. Although a variety of
multivariate factor analysis techniques exist to model and explore
the factorial structures of constructs, psychological research
has broadly adopted exploratory factor analyses (EFA) and
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) as its methods of choice
(20–22).

EFA refers to a set of statistical techniques used to identify
or uncover the smallest number of relevant dimensions needed
to explain the covariation amongst a set of measured items or
variables (23). In other words, EFA aims to identify common
factors in data that explains the order and structure amongst
measured items (21). EFAs allow for factors to be freely estimated
by the available data, and cross-loadings are permitted to achieve
a simple and interpretable factorial solution (23). EFAs are not
without their criticisms and limitations. EFAs cannot incorporate
or control for method effect (24). For example, when two
relatively similarly worded items are present in a questionnaire,
the covariance between these cannot entirely be explained only by
their relationship with the latent construct; a residual correlation
would need to be added. Further, within the EFA framework,
scores produced by an instrument cannot directly be compared
with scores produced by other groups or even over time (23).
Direct comparisons are only possible if the item and factor
loadings are precisely the same for both groups (which in practice
is unlikely). This further implies that factorial equivalence or
measurement invariance cannot be estimated or compared (25).
A final major limitation is that EFA is data-driven, limiting
its usefulness to applied researchers wanting to conduct more
complex analysis (21, 26).

In contrast, CFA was developed by Joreskog (26) as a theory-
driven approach whereby factor structures rely purely on an
a priori specification of unique items onto their respective
latent factors. In other words, CFAs aim to explore how well
a predefined theoretical model “fits” the data that has been
collected. Here, researchers formulate several clear hypotheses
about the nature of a construct (e.g., how many factors it
comprises of, whether factors are related or not, which items
load onto which construct etc.) before data collection or analysis
(23, 27). These assumptions are then tested against the data,
and different or “alternative” theoretically informed models
are sequentially computed and compared to determine which
fits the data best. Within CFAs, items are forced to be only
related to one specific latent factor, whereby loadings on other
factors are constrained to be zero (28). Unlike EFAs, CFAs
actively model and incorporate item uniqueness and correct
for measurement error (20). Further, CFA models tend to
produce more parsimonious models, where latent variables are
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easier to understand and interpret (29). CFAs have become
more dominant in their use over the last three decades due
to the advent of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) and
more powerful computers to process data (21, 28). This allows
researchers tomodel complex data and constructmore “accurate”
models of behavior given real-world scenarios (21).

Although CFAs within the SEM framework are currently
probably the most widely used method to examine the factorial
structure of an instrument in psychological research (20, 29),
it is not without its limitations. Conceptually, CFA models are
often overly simplistic, restrictive and idealistic as it assumes
“pure factors,” where items only load onto their a priori latent
factors (i.e., cross-loadings are constrained to zero) (21, 28,
30). Given that most items on psychological measures tend to
measure more than one conceptually related factor, some degree
of construct-relevant association between items can and should
be expected (31). This naturally leads to several significant, yet
small cross-loading items on non-target factors (29). Forcing
items to then only load on one a priori latent factor and
constraining cross-loadings to zero leads to a more parsimonious
model but artificially inflates the associations of items with factors
(27, 28). This, in turn, would lead to inflated model fit statistics
and inflated measurement quality indicators, which results in
positively biased factor correlations; unless all non-target factor
loadings are close to zero (21, 27). Simulation studies have shown
that even small cross-loadings need to be considered to avoid
inflated parameter estimates and biased results (22). Therefore,
this positive bias, along with constraining loadings to zero, could
undermine the discriminant validity of more restrictive CFA
models, as correlations between factor indicators is forced to only
go through their main factors (22, 24). In practice, this distorts
how the interrelationships between the constructs are interpreted
and, therefore, also their meaning (22).

Another issue relates to the goodness-of-fit indices [cf.
(32)], which CFA models rely on. These fit indices are
usually too restrictive when applied to multi-factor psychological
instruments. Therefore, it is almost impossible to achieve “good”
data-model fit without significant modifications to the factorial
models (33). However, when looking at item level indicators
and measures of reliability, these same models that produce
“bad fit” can produce reasonable item loadings and high levels
of reliability (33–35). Researchers then tend to incorporate
more dubious exploratory, data-driven, approaches within the
CFA framework to enhance data-model fit, such as correlating
residual error terms on items, item parceling, HARKing, or
constraining paths to be equal (21). Similarly, various studies
have anecdotally shown discrepancies between the reported EFA
and CFA results, which cannot solely be due to multiple cross-
loadings that were not correctly modeled [cf. (29, 31)]. Therefore,
traditional CFA approaches do not seem to fit psychological
constructs that well. This poses several challenges for positive
psychological research as this positive bias undermines support
for (a) the multidimensional view of psychological constructs
and instruments assuming to measure such, (b) the discriminant
validity of PPAM, (c) the predictive validity of psychometric
instruments based on high levels of multi-collinearity, and (d) the
practical, diagnostic usefulness of an instrument (22).

More innovative and robust approaches to validating and
evaluating psychometric instruments are required to address
these analytical challenges. Applying more innovative and
flexible approaches to evaluating PPAMs could enhance the
discipline’s credibility and advance positive psychological science.
Recent developments in the field have started to use more
flexible approaches to factor analysis such as Bayesian estimation
[cf. (36) for a gentle introduction] and even incorporating
EFA approaches into CFA models through SEM in order
to capitalize upon the strengths of both (20). One of these
promising alternatives to overcome the restrictions posed by the
aforementioned analytical frameworks is Exploratory Structural
Equation Modeling (ESEM) (30).

Exploratory Structural Equation Modeling
ESEM was developed to incorporate the best elements of both
CFAs [e.g., predictive relationships between factors (adjusted
for measurement error), can produce method factors, correlated
item uniqueness, estimate complex error variance structures, and
produce bifactor models, estimate measurement invariance, and
even be specified into auto-regressive models) and EFAs (e.g.,
allowing cross-loadings] into the traditional SEM framework
(30). Therefore, ESEM provides a compromise between the
mechanical iterative approach toward finding optimal factorial
solutions through rotations within an EFA and the restrictive a
priori theory-driven modeling approach employed within CFA
measurement models (20).

Marsh et al. (22) stated that ESEM is fundamentally
a confirmatory technique (although it can be used in an
exploratory way), which through a target rotation, makes it
possible to model data in a confirmatory way by allowing for the
presence of cross-loadings between items. Although permitted,
cross-loadings (non-target loadings) are constrained to be as
close to zero as possible (30). Drawing from CFAs, within the
ESEM framework, the researcher has more a priori control over
the expected factor structure of an instrument. Further, how
ESEM models identify mean structures is typically similar to
traditional CFAmodels where item intercepts are estimated freely
and latent factor means are constrained to zero (22, 30). Given
that a CFA model is also nested within an ESEM model, both
models can directly be compared through traditional model fit
indices (22). When an ESEM solution fits the data better than a
traditional CFA model, the estimated factor correlation is likely
to be substantially less biased than in the CFA model (22).

ESEM incorporates more flexible EFA models into its model
estimation by allowing items to cross-load on non-target factors.
However, this means that the rotation method employed is
critically important as the size and direction of the estimated
factor correlations differ depending on the type of rotation
(22). Rotation procedures are required for model identification
but are employed to simplify the interpretability of the factors
which ESEM/EFAs tend to estimate (37). The choice of rotation
procedure directly affects the estimated factor correlations and
cross-loadings (37). Xiao et al. (29) indicated that the three
most popular rotation methods employed in ESEM are the
(oblique) geomin- and target rotations, with orthogonal rotations
being used for bifactor ESEM models. Asparouhov and Muthén
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(30) stated that geomin rotations, where correlations between
factors are estimated and incorporated, generally perform well
if the estimated model isn’t too complex. On the other hand,
target rotations allow ESEM model estimations to be used more
confirmably but depend on the a priori assumptions made about
how cross-loadings are specified (30). Target rotations do not
require a researcher to specify “anchor items” with non-targeted
factor loadings (22) and provide more control in specifying
models (30). This implies that more complex models can be
estimated when using target rotation and should be preferred
(30). In bifactor ESEM models, the general (G) factor and the
specific (S)factors need to be specified as totally independent
from one another, and therefore the relationships between
factors and variances shared need to be constrained through the
orthogonal rotation (37).

ESEM poses several advantages over and above those of the
traditional CFA and EFA approaches. Morin et al. (20) and
Marsh et al. (22) argued that ESEM is more robust, rigorous,
and flexible than most analytical approaches as (a) it can
simultaneously estimate both CFA and EFA models, (b) it can
estimate less restrictive measurement models that permit cross-
loadings which can produce useful-fit indices and parameter
estimates, (c) it usually fits the data significantly better than
traditional CFA and EFA models, (d) latent factor correlations
are less biased and are closer to the true associations and
most importantly, (e) these models are usually also more in
line with the theoretical conceptualization and considerations
of the construct the instruments intend to measure. Van Zyl
et al. (38) also showed that ESEM models could potentially
compensate for wording effects and cross-cultural differences in
the interpretation of items when comparing different national
or cultural groups. It is, however, essential to note that ESEM
does not necessarily increase the instrument’s reliability and
that, despite improving model-fit, researchers should always
carefully inspect all item-level parameters. Further, various
typical simple and more complex CFA model permutations can
also be estimated within the ESEM framework, such as first-
order-, hierarchical-, and bifactormodels (39, 40). As such, ESEM
could be used for several purposes such as scale construction
(like traditional EFA), refinement and validation (like traditional
CFAs), and replication (40).

Although there are several advantages of ESEM, it also has
several limitations. Traditional (first-order) ESEMmodels cannot
easily be used in more complex, predictive, or hierarchical
models (20, 41). For example, Morin et al. (24) argued that the
bootstrapped confidence intervals required to provide support
for the indirect effect of a mediator on the relationship between
an exogenous and endogenous factor cannot be generated
with ESEM models. In other words, one would for instance,
not be able to determine how mental health indirectly affects
the person-environment-performance relationship. Normal first-
order ESEM factors can also not meaningfully be used as
indicators for higher-order factors which limits its use in,
for example, full latent growth curve models (42). Morin
et al. (20) argued that to do so, the higher-order factorial
model should be constructed based on the correlations of
the first-order factors. However, this provides nothing more

than just a simple expression of these inter-factor correlations
that do not accurately represent the hierarchical nature of
a multidimensional construct. Current estimation procedures
for ESEM models, also do not support multilevel- or mixture
modeling (39) nor mixture models (42), thus limiting its use
in, for example, daily-diary intervention studies. According
to Marsh et al. (39) it is also not presently possible to
accurately estimate partial factorial invariance. Morin et al.
(42) also indicate that latent means can’t be constrained in
multi-group models, and therefore comparisons between (for
example) genders/ages/cultures on mental health is not possible.
Marsh et al. (39) also mentioned that within ESEM, multiple
sets of (unrelated) factors cannot be estimated simultaneously,
as permitting for cross-loadings between these factors (e.g.,
mental health vs. performance) would undermine the theoretical
foundation of both factors. Further, full ESEM models may
lack parsimony and that the popular (dubious) approaches to
circumvent such used within CFAs (such as item parceling,
or using manifest scale scores) could not be used to ensure
convergence (22, 39). Another limitation is that using ESEM
models within structural models may present convergence and
estimation problems (24). For the applied researcher, ESEM
models may therefore not be useful above and beyond exploring
the factorial validity of an instrument.

To address these issues, and circumvent the limitations of
ESEM, set-ESEM (39), and ESEM-within-CFA (22, 24) was
developed. set-ESEM allows for the modeling of two or more
distinct “sets” of constructs within a single (ESEM) model,
where cross-loadings between items are allowed for (first-order)
factors that are related to the same construct (or set) but
constrained to zero for constructs of different sets (like within
a traditional CFA model) (39). These sets could reflect the
same construct at different time stamps in longitudinal models
or different constructs measured simultaneously within cross-
sectional data. For example, if common mental health problems
[stress, depression, and anxiety as measured by the DASS-21:
(43)] and mental health [emotional-, psychological-, and social
well-being as measured by the MHC-SF: (14)] are estimated
within set-ESEM, then both “sets” of factors would be modeled
simultaneously. Here, the first-order latent factors would be
permitted to covary, and cross-loadings between the DASS-21
factors and cross-loadings between the MHC-SF factors would
be permitted. However, unlike within a full ESEM model, items
from the DASS-21, would not be permitted to cross-load with the
MHC-SF and vice versa. Set-ESEM allows for the simultaneous
estimation of multiple constructs and finds an optimal balance
between CFAs and ESEMs in respect of parsimony, data-model
fit, rigor, and well-defined factor estimation (39). set-ESEM
therefore also maintains the structural (theoretical) integrity of
each set of ESEM models whilst allowing for more flexibility in
estimation. Set-ESEM is, however, still a relatively new approach
within the ESEM lexicon, and its full practical usefulness needs to
be explored. Its therefore beyond the scope of this tutorial to fully
reflect upon the technique [interested readers are referred to (39)
for a non-technical overview of set-ESEM].

ESEM-within-CFA, on the other hand, assumes that the
resulting measurement structure of an ESEM factor model would
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remain stable when transformed into a CFA model (39). Within
this framework, a first-order ESEM model is re-expressed within
a CFA framework by using the (unstandardized) factor loadings
of the ESEM model as starting values (42), and factor variances
are freely estimated (44). The original ESEM solution and the
respecified ESEM-within-CFA solution should produce precisely
the same chi-square, degrees of freedom, model-fit statistics, and
parameter estimates (standard errors may be slightly inflated,
though) (42). By expressing an ESEM model within the ESEM-
within-CFA framework, more “traditional” models and analyses
can be conducted. For example, hierarchical or “second-order
factor” ESEM models of mental health could be constructed
where mental health is a function of these three first-order
ESEM factors. Morin et al. (24) for example showed that partial
mediation could be estimated with the ESEM-within-CFA model
and that bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals could
be produced. Morin et al. (42) also showed that the ESEM-
within-CFA solution could be used to show how factors change
over time, longitudinal mediation and could even be used to
estimate latent change score models. Further, Howard et al. (45)
also showed that an ESEM-within-CFA model could be used in
normal structural models to establish the relationships between
factors. Therefore, the ESEM-within-CFA framework makes it
possible for applied researchers to readily use ESEM models for
more complex research questions.

Given these advantages, it’s therefore not surprising that
the use of ESEM is gaining popularity within the positive
psychological sciences (46–49). However, there are several
challenges its use poses for positive psychological researchers:

1. The ESEM approach is complex, and its usefulness is
challenging to articulate to applied scientists.

2. Given that it is a relatively recent development applied
scientists may find it difficult to understand when, where, why,
and how to use ESEM and find it challenging to understand
what the results mean and what to report. To the best of
our knowledge, no best practice guidelines for estimating and
reporting ESEM are easily accessible to the average researcher.

3. Finally, there are currently only two software packages that
can estimate ESEMmodels: R Studio andMplus (50). Mplus is
currently the only software package that fully integrates ESEM,
whereas R currently only provides partial implementation
(37). Estimating ESEM models in either software package
requires complex code or syntaxes to run. Further, especially
estimating ESEM-within-CFAmodels is not only complex, but
extremely tedious and time-consuming.

These three challenges may significantly hamper researchers
to adopt ESEM as an alternative to traditional EFA and CFA
modeling strategies. Specifically, the perceived complexity and
unfamiliarity with the approach and its estimation procedure
may reduce the probability of less experienced researchers
exploring or using these alternative factor analytical techniques.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to provide novice
researchers with a practical tutorial on how to apply ESEM with
an innovative tool for Mplus. Specifically, we aim to demonstrate
the use of ESEM through an illustrative example by using a
popular positive psychological instrument: the Mental Health

Continuum-Short Form [MHC-SF: (14)]. By using the MHC-
SF as an example, we aim to provide (a) a brief overview of
ESEM (and different ESEM models), (b) guidelines for novice
researchers on how to estimate, compare, report and interpret
ESEM models, and (c) a step-by-step tutorial on how to run
ESEM analyses in Mplus with an easy to use online tool for
syntax generation.

The Mental Health Continuum: An ESEM
Perspective
Mental health is a foundational component in the positive
psychological lexicon and of keen interest to researchers
and practitioners alike (1, 51, 52). Therefore, mental health
is a popular and familiar framework that applied positive
psychological researchers can relate to and thus an interesting
concept to use to illustrate ESEM.

Mental health is defined by the World Health Organization
[(53), p. 2] as “a state of wellbeing in which the individual
realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses
of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to
make a contribution to his or her community.” This definition
implies that mental health is a function of (a) overall well-
being, (b) effective psychological functioning, and (c) successful
integration in and contributions to society (54). These elements
form the foundation for a popular approach to mental health
in positive psychology called “The Mental Health Continuum”
(14). Developed by Keyes (55), this approach defines mental
health as “a syndrome of symptoms of positive feelings and
positive functioning in life” (p. 207) where an individual is
“free of psychopathology and flourishing with high levels of
emotional-, psychological-, and social well-being” [(14), p. 539].
From this perspective, Keyes et al. (56) argued that mental
health is more than just being free from psychopathology and
is an active function of feeling good (i.e., emotional well-being
(EWB): pursuing pleasure, avoiding pain and experiencing affect
balance), functioning well (i.e., psychological well-being (PWB):
having the capabilities to manage life’s challenges and realize
one’s potential effectively), and fitting in (i.e., social well-being
(SWB): the extent toward which one optimally functions in, feels
accepted by and contributes to their community). Keyes (55)
argued that mental health could be described on a continuum
between languishing on the lower end and flourishing at the top
end of the spectrum. Further, Westerhof and Keyes (54) argued
that mental health and mental illness are on separate, yet related
continuums where one could (in theory) be both flourishing
yet suffering from mental illness. Mental health can therefore
be seen as a complete state of well-being whereby individuals
have balanced positive/negative experiences, are free to realize
their full potential, can play to their strengths to manage daily
hassles and can actively contribute to the communities they are
embedded in (57, 58).

This mental health approach and definition served as the
basis for the Mental Health Continuum-Short Form [MHC-
SF; (59)], a popular 14-item self-report measure that aims to
assess individuals’ overall level of emotional-, psychological-,
and social well-being. The instrument assesses mental health
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as a continuum that ranges from flourishing and moderately
mentally healthy to languishing (14). Flourishing is constituted
by elevated emotional, psychological, and social functioning
levels and languishing by low self-reports on these factors. Mental
health is represented by a higher-order factorial model, which
assumes that the three first-order factors completely mediate the
association between the 14 items and the higher-order well-being
factor. This implies that the higher-order factor does not explain
any unique variance over and above what is already explained
by EWB, PWB, and SWB. Therefore, these three first-order
factors confound the variance explained by the higher-order
factor, and the variance is uniquely attributable to each of the
three first-order factors (20). This factorial model relies heavily
on implicit restrictive proportionality constraints whereby the
ratio of item variance explained by the first- and higher-order
factors is the same for all items associated with the single first-
order factor (60). Despite such, this higher-order factorial model
is still very prevalent in the literature. The MHC-SF has been
adapted, translated, and validated in over 50 countries, thus
providing considerable support for its utility and validity (56).
Given the instrument’s popularity, it has also been subjected to a
wide array of structural validity studies, where various factorial
permutations have been investigated, ranging from traditional
CFAs to more complex ESEMs (58).

From a traditional CFA perspective, the MHC-SF has been
estimated as a:

1. Strict uni-dimensional model, where all items directly load
on a single first-order factor model, and more recently:

2. Three-factor first-order model, where EWB, PWB, and
SWB are estimated as distinct and related (correlated) first-
order factors.

3. Higher-order (second-order) model, where mental health is
estimated as a single, second-order factorial model comprised
out of three first-order factors (EWB, SWB, PWB). This
CFA model is mathematically equivalent to the previously
mentioned model for the MHC-SF.

4. Bifactor model, where mental health is seen as a general
factor, that is district from the three independent specific
factors. A bifactor model provides an alternative to traditional
higher-order factorial models as items can simultaneously
reflect an overall or “general” factor of mental health (G-
factor) and three specific factors (S-factors) reflecting the
unique variance shared amongst the items forming each
of the three subscales that the G-factor does not explain.
Therefore, the G-factor reflects the variance shared by
all indicators in the model, where the S-factors represent
the shared variance among all the indicators of a specific
subscale that’s not accounted for by the G-factor. These
factors are specified as orthogonal (i.e., being unrelated to
each other and therefore unique). This approach aids in
solving issues related to high factor correlations and acts as
a means to determine the unique contribution of the G-
factor and the S-factors to predictive outcomes. Jovanovic
(15) found that mental health is better represented by a
bifactor model, rather than any of the other theoretical
CFA permutations.

More recently, the MHC-SF has also been explored through
a variety of ESEM approaches. Joshanloo and Jovanovic (25)
argued that the traditional CFA approaches don’t adequately
represent the multi-dimensionality of the MHC-SF, and that
ESEM results in better model fit, provides more accurate
parameter estimates and projects more realistic inter-factor
correlations. Further, ESEM structures are more closely aligned
to the original theoretical conceptualization of mental health as
laying on a continuum, where flourishing results from an active
interaction of EWB, PWB, and SWB (47). Empirically, employing
a CFA approach undermines the continuum conceptualization
as it forces factors to be “categorical,” instead of allowing for
the dynamic interaction required to theoretically constitute a
“continuum.” Following the a priori factorial structure of the
MHC-SF, Lamborn et al. (61), Joshanloo and Jovanovic (25),
Joshanloo and Lamers (62), and others indicated that the MHC-
SF is better represented by one of the following ESEM models
where cross-loadings were permitted but targeted to be close
to zero:

1. Three-factor first-order ESEM model, where EWB, PWB,
and SWB are estimated as distinct and related first order
factors. However, within hierarchically organized constructs
such as mental health, these first-order ESEM models are
more likely to ignore the presence of hierarchical superior
constructs as this would instead be expressed through hyper-
inflated cross-loadings (42). Hierarchical ESEM models could
therefore be estimated.

2. Higher-order ESEM model (H-ESEM), where mental health
is estimated (via the ESEM-within-CFA framework) as a
single, second-order factorial model comprised out of three
first-order factors (EWB, SWB, PWB).

3. Bifactor ESEM model, where mental health is seen as a
general factor, that is district from the three independent
specific factors.

4. ESEM-within-CFAmodel, could thus also be specified where
the three-factor first-order ESEMmodel is re-expressed within
a CFA framework using the starting values of the original
three-factor first-order ESEM. This approach allows the ESEM
model to be used in more complex analyses. However, it
has not yet been employed with the MHC-SF but will be
demonstrated later in this tutorial.

THE PRESENT STUDY

This paper aims to provide an illustrative tutorial on the
specification, comparison, reporting, and interpretation of ESEM
models in Mplus with the aid of De Beer and Van Zyl’s (63)
ESEM Code Generator. The ESEM Code Generator assists with
generating syntaxes for Mplus estimation based on the basic
factor structure of an instrument, limiting the potential for
inadvertent errors in manual model specification.

Specifically, this aim translates into two objectives:

1. To provide general guidelines to consider when estimating,
interpreting, comparing and reporting ESEMmodels.
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2. To provide a step-by-step guide for estimating ESEM models
in Mplus with the ESEM Code Generator (63) and comparing
ESEMmodels with traditional CFA models.

For illustrative purposes, data obtained by the LISS Open Data
Project will be used to explore the factor structure of the MHC-
SF. Both traditional CFA and ESEMmodels will be estimated and
compared. For the sake of familiarity, the illustration will follow
the format of a traditional paper’s methods and results section
accompanied by ESEM Code Generator and syntax screenshots
and guidelines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Design
The study draws on data from the LISS internet panel of
the CentERdata programme (https://www.dataarchive.lissdata.
nl). The LISS panel is a functional element of the Measurement
and Experimentation in the Social Sciences (MESS) project
managed by CentERdata in Tilburg, the Netherlands. The panel
gathers longitudinal data from a representative sample of 5,000
random households based on the population register by Statistics
Netherlands. For this study, the first measurement of the 2007
Dataset on Mental Health was used (n = 1,806). Overall, 2,293
individuals were invited to participate in the study with a 78.7%
response rate.

Participants
Data were gathered from a random, representative sample of
1,806 respondents from the Netherlands. Data were screened for
response quality which led to the removal of two records from the
final data set (64).

The final sample consisted of 1,804 participants (cf. Table 1).
The majority of the participants were married (53.9%) Dutch
females (50.7%) who were 65 years or older (21.4%). Most had at
least a higher vocational level of education or a university degree
(29.7%) and lived in self-owned housing (68.2%).

Measures
The Dutch version of the Mental Health Continuum-Short Form
[MHC-SF; (55)] was used to measure overall mental health
and its three components. The instrument consists of 14 self-
report items that are rated on a 6-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (“Never”) to 6 (“Every Day”). The instrument requests
participants to reflect on the past month and indicate to what
extent they experienced the three components of mental health:
(a) emotional well-being (e.g., “happy”), (b) psychological well-
being (e.g., “That you liked most parts of your personality”)
and social well-being (e.g., “That you had something important
to contribute to society”). The instrument showed to be highly
reliable in the Dutch context, with Cronbach’s alphas ranging
from 0.89 to 0.93 on the different subscales (38).

The Dutch version of the Brief Symptom Inventory [BSI: (65)]
was used to measure mental illness. The scale consists of 90 items
which measure nine common mental illnesses (Somatization,
Obsession-Compulsion. Interpersonal Sensitivity, Depression,
Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic Anxiety, Paranoid Ideation, and
Psychoticism) via a five-point Likert type scale ranging from 0

(“Not At All”) to 4 (“Extremely”). Each dimension is measured
by 10 items. Example questions are: “During the past 7 days, how
much were you distressed by feeling easily annoyed or irritated?”
and “During the past 7 days, how much were you distressed by
feeling lonely?”. The overall scale and its sub-dimensions showed
to be reliable, with Cronbach Alphas ranging from 0.70 to 0.95
(54). Within the LISS Dataset, only total (factor) scores for each
specific factor are provided due to copyright restrictions.

Data Availability and Syntaxes
The data and syntaxes used for this tutorial are available
as Supplementary Material to this manuscript. The
Supplementary Material contains: (a) the original dataset
in SPSS version 27 format (Mplus.sav), (b) the cleaned dataset
used in Mplus (mplus.txt), (c) the ESEM syntaxes generated by
the De Beer and Van Zyl (63) ESEM code generator for Mplus,
and (d) the syntaxes used to estimate the CFA factor models.

Guidelines for ESEM Estimation
To estimate, compare and report on ESEM, general guidelines
were developed based on the best-practices for CFAs (cf.
Table A1 for a summary). These general guidelines divide
the procedure into three phases: (a) The Planning Phase, (b)
the Data Preparation Phase, and (c) The Data Analysis and
Reporting Phase.

The Planning Phase
First, a clear explanation of the instrument, its factorial
structure and possible alternative factorial models of such
should be described based on theory. When validating a
psychometric instrument, clear, theory-informed hypotheses
about the instrument’s factorial structure or “nature” should be
provided. Given that a CFA structure is nested within ESEM, a
description of the traditional CFA models’ original or expected
factorial structure is required. As such, alternative, theory-
informed, factorial permutations of the instrument should also
be discussed and briefly described. These models may reflect
different theoretical propositions underpinning the instrument
or contradictions found in previous research (66). If the
constructs within a CFA model are expected to be conceptually
related, then there is also an expectation that an ESEM model
would fit the data. Therefore, both the CFA and ESEM models
of the different theoretical models need to be tested against the
data to find the best data-model fit. If a global factor can be
expected, then bifactor CFA and bifactor ESEMmodels should be
described and later tested (37). In studies where the focus is on
establishing relationships between factors or growth over time,
the relationships between factors should be clearly described and
supported by the literature.

Second, the required sample size should be planned for (67–
69). Given that a “relatively large number of parameters need
to be estimated in ESEM, smaller sample sizes could lead
to decreased precision in model estimation” [(42), p. 3] and
present problems with convergence (30), researchers should plan
for an appropriate sample size beforehand. Given that CFA
models are nested within ESEM models, traditional approaches
for sample size estimation for SEM models could also be
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TABLE 1 | Demographic characteristics of participants (N = 1,804).

Characteristics Category Frequency (f) Percentage (%)

Gender Male 890 49.3

Female 914 50.7

Age 15–24 years 194 10.8

25–34 years 362 20

35–44 years 277 15.4

45–54 years 279 15.5

55–64 years 306 17

65 years and older 386 21.4

Marital status Married 973 53.9

Separated 5 0.3

Divorced 172 9.5

Widow or widower 103 5.7

Never been married 551 30.5

Level of education Primary school 80 4.4

Vmbo (intermediate secondary education, US: junior high school) 469 26

Havo/vwo (higher secondary education/preparatory university education, US: senior high school) 210 11.7

Mbo (intermediate vocational education, US: junior college) 392 21.7

Hbo (higher vocational education, US: college) 392 21.7

Wo (university) 144 8

Other 72 4

Not yet completed any education 44 2.4

Not yet started any education 1 0.1

Type of living arrangement Self-owned dwelling 1,229 68.2

Rental dwelling 562 31.1

Cost-free dwelling 13 0.7

appropriate to help control for possible convergence problems
later. Many different suggestions and rules of thumb for sample
size planning have been proposed for SEM and CFA in the
literature which researchers could consider [cf. (70–73)]. Wolff
et al. [(73), p. 3], did however, suggested three more advanced
approaches to estimate the sample size requirements for SEM,
whereby the required sample size is estimation based on: (a) the
non-centrality parameter (i.e., based on the amount of model
misspecification) (74), (b) the model’s potential to obtain an
acceptable RMSEA value (71), or (c) Monte Carlo simulations
(75). The latter, being the most preferred approach [cf. (73)
for an easy tutorial with Mplus code for running Monte
Carlo simulations to estimate sample size]. However, the actual
necessary sample size depends to a large extent on the researcher’s
goals, and it is up to the researcher to decide which approach
to employ.

Data Preparation Phase
Third, the dataset needs to be screened, cleaned and prepared for
analysis. The dataset needs to be screened for outliers, missing
values and an appropriate missing values strategy (e.g., multiple
imputations, Full Information Maximum Likelihood estimation,
sensitivity analysis, expectation-maximization, etc.) employed
before or during analyses. The choice of strategy should be
reported and justified. To determine potential multivariate

outliers, the Mahalanobis distance estimation method could be
used (p < 0.01) (76). Outliers and extreme values might need to
be removed from the dataset as these could affect model fit and
measurement quality (76, 77). Further, data quality checks should
be implemented [cf. (64) for a review on possible strategies].

Fourth, the most appropriate software, estimation method,
rotation and procedure for the analysis should be decided and
reported. For this illustration Mplus 8.6 (50) will be used.
Once the software package has been selected, an appropriate
estimationmethod should be decided. By default, Mplus employs
the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation method. Morin (37)
suggests the use of robust ML (MLR) from the start as it
compensates for issues pertaining to multivariate normality,
however, additional steps should then be implemented for
statistical model comparison as chi-squares cannot directly be
compared for these estimation methods (e.g., the Satorra-Bentler
scaled chi-square difference test which is also implemented
in Mplus with the DIFFTEST command for models with
different estimators). For bifactor ESEMmodels with continuous
indicators, the MLR estimator is appropriate; for models
comprised of ordinal indicators, WLSMV should be used. Once
the estimator has been chosen, the most appropriate rotation
method for ESEM should be decided and reported. Three
rotations are to be considered depending on the purpose of the
study: (a) Geomin rotations (with an epsilon value of 0.50) for
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more exploratory approaches and to maximally reduce factor
correlations, (b) Target rotations for confirmatory approaches,
or (c) (Target) Orthogonal rotations are used for bifactor
ESEMmodeling (37). Finally, the entire competing measurement
modeling strategy to be employed should be described.

Data Analysis and Reporting Phase
Fifth, the most appropriate goodness-of-fit indices and indicators
of measurement quality should be determined and reported. To
determine the best fitting model for the data, both guidelines
for goodness-of-fit indices as well as indicators of measurement
quality need to be employed. Measurement models need to show
both good data-model-fit and have high levels of measurement
quality to be retained (33). To determine goodness-of-fit, Hu
and Bentler’s (55) proposed a number of general fit indices with
suggested cut-off scores which are summarized in Table 2. It is,
however, essential to note that each suggested model fit indicator
is subjected to its own limitations and the use thereof needs to
be justified. As such, multiple indicators of fit should be used to
decide upon the best fittingmodel for the data (33). The CFI, TLI,
and RMSEA should always be reported and used as the primary
criterion for both establishing model fit and to discriminate
between models. However, recent research has shown that SRMR
outperforms RMSEA when the data that is modeled is categorical
in nature (78).

After model-fit is established, measurement quality needs to
be assessed. Researchers should decide, a priori, on indicators
of measurement quality that can range from inspecting the
standardized factor loadings (e.g., λ > 0.35), the item uniqueness
(e.g., residual error variances >0.10 but <0.90), levels of
tolerance for cross-loadings, and overall R2 for each item.
However, the results should be considered in the context of
the study and what they might mean or indicate without
being unnecessarily rigid about minor deviations from the
aforementioned rules of thumb.

Sixth, estimate- and report the model fit indicators for various
competing CFA models. In this step, different theoretical factorial
models should be estimated and theirmodel fit statistics reported.
For the MHC-SF, theory indicates that four types of CFA
models are possible: A single factor model, three-factor first-
order model, a second-order model and a bifactor model.
Here measured items are used as observed indicators for latent
factors. For the CFA models, items should only be allowed to
load on their a priori theoretical factors and cross-loadings of
items should not be permitted. For bifactor models (B-CFA) an
orthogonal target rotation should be employed and specified in
Mplus under the Analysis Command: ROTATION = TARGET
(ORTHOGONAL). Here, a general factor for overall Mental
Health (G-factor) should be specified, accompanied by emotional
well-being, psychological well-being, and social well-being as
specific factors (S-factors). For the G-factor, all observed
indicators (measured items) need to be specified to load onto
this single factor. For the three S-factors, items related need to
be specified to load onto their a priori factorial structures. The
orthogonal targeted rotation forces all factors to be uncorrelated.
In other words, all covariances between the specific factors
and general factor are constrained to be zero. This can also

be manually specified in Mplus (e.g., EWB WITH PWB@0;).
Further, any potential modifications made to the CFA models to
enhance model fit should be reported and justified in text. Only
modifications with a strong theoretically informed reason should
be permitted. All model fit statistics (mentioned in Table 2) for
the various models should be tabulated and reported.

Seventh, estimate and report the model fit indicators for
various competing ESEM models. Like the previous step, various
theoretically informed ESEM models need to be estimated
and their model fit statistics reported. For the MHC-SF,
theory indicates that three types of ESEM models are possible:
a three first-order-, a second-order-, and a bifactor ESEM
model. Additionally, an ESEM-within-CFA model could also
be estimated based on the first-order ESEM model if more
complex analyses are later required. This should be done in
Mplus, and a target rotation should be employed. Unlike within
the CFA models, cross-loadings between items and non-target
factors are permitted; however, these should be constrained to
be as close to zero as possible (79) (in Mplus, this is indicated
by ∼0; after the specific cross-loadings). Items that load onto
their a priori theoretical latent factor should not be constrained.
For the bifactor ESEM (B-ESEM) model, a similar approach as
mentioned for the B-CFA model should be employed where the
MHC-SF is comprised of a single G-Factor and three S-Factors.
However, unlike in the B-CFA model, cross-loadings on non-
target S-factors are permitted but targeted to be as close to zero
as possible. The code for all the ESEM models can be generated
with the De Beer and Van Zyl (63) ESEM code Generator for
Mplus. This will be explained in the next section. All observed
model fit statistics (mentioned in Table 2) for the various models
should be tabulated and reported. It is suggested that both the
CFA and ESEM results be reported in the same table, making
model comparisons easier to read.

Eight, to determine the best-fitting model for the data, the
competing CFA and ESEM models need to be compared. In
this step, the results for both Steps 6 and 7 are compared,
based on the criteria specified in Table 2, to determine the
best-fitting model for the data. Given that the CFA models
are embedded within the ESEM models, direct comparisons
on model fit can be made. Only models that meet both the
measurement quality and goodness-of-fit criteria should be
retained for further analyses. Models with the lowest AIC, BIC
and aBIC values show better fit and should be favored. For
competing nested models, a model shows better fit if both the
chi-square difference test betweenmodels is significant (p< 0.05)
and changes in RMSEA/SRMR and TLI/CFI exceed 0.015 and
0.01, respectively (80, 81). It should, however, be noted, that
there is considerable debate in the literature with regards to
these delta fit indices comparisons [cf. (82)], and that specific
focus should also be placed on inspecting and giving substantial
consideration to the parameter estimates of the various models
and not just goodness-of-fit criteria when selecting the “final”
model. The criteria chosen should be specified and justified by
the researcher.

Morin et al. (20) further indicated that to retain an ESEM
model for further analysis, several conditions need to be
additionally met:
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TABLE 2 | Model fit statistics.

Fit indices Cut-off criterion Sensitive to

N

Penalty for model

complexity

Absolute fit indices

Chi-Square (χ2) • Lowest comparative value between measurement models Yes No

• Non-Significant Chi-Square (p > 0.01)

• Significant difference in Chi-Square between Models

• For Model Comparison: Retain Model with Lowest Chi-Square

Approximate fit indices

Root-Means-Square Error of

Approximation (RMSEA)

• 0.06–0.08 (Marginally Acceptable); 0.01–0.05 (Excellent) No Yes

• Not-significant (p > 0.01)

• 90% Confidence Interval Range should not include Zero

• 90% Confidence Interval Range should not overlap between models

• For model comparison: Retain Model where 1RMSEA ≤ 0.015

Standardized Root Mean Square Residual

(SRMR)

• 0.06 to 0.08 (Marginally Acceptable); 0.01–0.05 (Excellent) Yes No

• For model comparison: Retain Model where 1SRMR ≤ 0.015

Incremental fit indices

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) • 0.90 to 0.95 (Marginally Acceptable Fit); 0.96 to 0.99 (Excellent) No No

• For model comparison: Retain Model with Highest CFI value (1CFI > 0.01)

Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) • 0.90 to 0.95 (Marginally Acceptable Fit); 0.96 to 0.99 (Excellent) No Yes

• For model comparison: Retain Model with Highest TLI value (1TLI > 0.01)

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) • Lowest value in comparative measurement models Yes Yes

Consistent AIC (CAIC; calculated as BIC +

free parameters

• Lowest value in comparative measurement models Yes Yes

Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) • Lowest value in comparative measurement models Yes Yes

Sample-Size Adjusted BIC (aBIC) • Lowest value in comparative measurement models Yes Yes

a. the ESEM model should ideally show better data-model fit
than any other CFA model (however, if the factor correlations
for the ESEM model are smaller than those of the CFA
model, it should still be considered despite showing similar or
worse fit). If not, the more parsimonious CFA model should
be retained.

b. For normal (not bifactor) models, the ESEM model should
show lower factor correlations than those produced by the
CFA models.

c. The ESEM model should only show small to medium cross-
loadings (<0.50). Should large cross-loadings exist, then there
should be a theoretical explanation presented for such. These
could potentially be explained by “wording” effects or some
practical logic.

d. The estimated latent factors within the ESEM model
should be well-defined (i.e., strong loadings, and loadings
matching expectations).

e. Should there be multiple medium to large cross-loadings in
the ESEM model, it could indicate support for the presence of
a larger global factor, and therefore the bifactor ESEM model
should be explored.

f. Additional factors to consider for bifactor ESEM models:
This model could show a significantly better fit than any
of the ESEM or CFA models because of the relatively large
number of freed parameters. Therefore, there should be a
well-defined G-Factor (where all items load significantly

on such), and reasonably well-defined S-Factors (cross-
and non-significant loadings are permitted). For bifactor
models, model fit should not be the only indicator
informing a decision to retain. Researchers should also
closely inspect the parameter estimates before making
final decisions.

Ninth, for the best fitting model(s) the factor correlations should
be computed and compared. Morin [(20), p. 1060] argued that
“in addition, the model comparison strategies typically advocated
for contrasting alternative ESEM and CFA solutions highlight
the critical role of the factor correlations, which directly indicate

whether the cross-loadings have an impact on improving the
factor definition.” Therefore, when choosing which model to

retain, the factorial inter-correlations between latent factors

for all the best fitting models (excluding the bifactor models)
should be estimated and considered. This shows the level of

unique distinction between factors. The model with the smallest

factor correlation is usually retained, however, decisions should
be based in the context of the other considerations (model

fit, measurement quality, and parameter estimates) mentioned
earlier. This step, however, cannot be done for bifactor models
as the relationships between the specific and general factors are
constrained to zero.

Tenth, report and compare the item level parameters and
levels of reliability for the best fitting measurement model(s).
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This step aims to investigate the item level parameters
and indicators of reliability for the best fitting models to
further discriminate between the different models. This step
is of particular importance when validating a psychometric
instrument. However, item-level parameters should always be
inspected, but may not be appropriate to report in studies
unrelated to an instrument’s validation. When validating an
instrument, the standardized factor loadings, standard errors and
item uniqueness should always be reported for the best fitting
model when the paper’s purpose is to validate an instrument.
For the CFAmodels, the corrected item-total correlations (CITC)
values represent each item’s unique relationship with the overall
factor on which it has been specified to load (83). Zijlmans et al.
(83) argued that a CITC value bigger than 0.30 indicates that an
item accurately represents the overall factor on which it specified.
Note, that if a bifactor CFA model is retained, reviewers and
editors may request additional information such as the Explained
Common Variance (ECV), the H-factor, the Factor Determinacy
indicator, the Item level ECV, the Percent of Uncontaminated
Correlations (PUC), and the Average Relative Bias Parameters
could also be reported as additional indicators of reliability
and measurement quality [For a tutorial cf. (84)]. Further,
the indicators for reliability should be decided and reported.
To determine the level of reliability for the different factorial
model, the following could be reported: point-estimate composite
reliability [upper-bound; ρ > 0.80; (85)] or McDonald’s Omega
[ω > 0.70; (86)]. For the bifactor CFA models, the explained
common variance (ECV) should be reported. A scale is regarded
as essentially unidimensional when the general factor explains
at least 70% of the total common variance. There are, however,
no recommendations yet regarding how cross-loadings should
be incorporated for bifactor ESEM models in Omega estimation
[(20, 87)]. Morin et al. (20) suggest that these cross-loadings in
bifactor ESEM models should, for the time being, be ignored
when calculating Omega. It should also be noted, that for
ESEM models, Omega cannot entirely reflect the reliability of
a construct and should not be used as the only indicator.
Rather, Omega should be used as an additional indicator to
control for the fallible nature of psychological measurement and
supplemented by other metrics of measurement quality.

Further or Additional Analysis
Should there be a need to conduct additional or more complex
statistical estimations (e.g., latent growth modeling, invariance
testing, multi-group analysis, structural path models, etc.), the
ESEM-within-CFA approach should be employed. Here, the
best fitting first-order ESEM model is respecified within a CFA
structure, where all parameters of the ESEM model parameters
are used as starting values for the ESEM-within-CFA model
(39, 42). This would afford the opportunity to use the ESEM
model as an input in a structural model.

TUTORIAL AND RESULTS

Conceptualization
To determine the factorial validity of the MHC-SF, a competing
measurement modeling strategy was employed comparing

traditional CFA- with ESEM models. Based on the literature, the
following models could be estimated:

0. Model 0: Unidimensional CFA Model of Overall Mental
Health (58) (Figure A1a)

1. Model 1: Correlated Three First-Order CFAModel comprised
of EWB, SWB, and PWB (14) (Figure A1b)

2. Model 2: Hierarchical CFA Model compromises a single
Second-Order Factor of Mental Health, consisting of three
first-order factors (47) (Figure A1c)

3. Model 3: Bifactor CFA Model of Overall Mental Health (15,
61) (Figure A1d)

4. Model 4: Correlated Three-factor First-Order ESEM Model
comprised of EWB, SWB, and PWB (62) (Figure A1e)

5. Model 5: Hierarchical ESEM Model compromise of a single
Second-Order Factor of Mental Health, made up of three
first-order factors (47) (Figure A1f)

6. Model 6: Bifactor ESEM Model for Overall Mental Health
(46, 61) (Figure A1g)

7. Model 7: Correlated Three-Factor First-Order ESEM within
CFA Model1. Here, mental health is seen as the function
of three independent first-order factors (as specified before).
However, the starting values from Model 4 are used to
constrain the items loadings for each independent factor.

Sample Size Estimation
To estimate the minimum required sample size for the current
study, the power and sample size approach of MacCallum et
al. (71) was used for testing null hypotheses of not-good fit
according to the RMSEA. Considering the previously proposed
CFA models of the MHC-SF, ranging from a unidimensional
to a bifactor CFA model (with the number of degrees of
freedom ranging between 77 and 64), the minimum sample
size would range between 249 and 278 to have 90% power to
reject the hypothesis of not-close fit (RMSEA ≥ 0.05) at a 5%
level of significance (88). Given that ESEM models have fewer
degrees of freedom, slightly larger sample sizes are required for
these models.

Data Screening, Cleaning, and Preparation
The data was screened for potential issues (e.g., outliers, missing
values, data quality) and prepared for further analysis. Based
on the Mahalanobis’ distance, two outliers were removed from
the overall dataset [p < 0.01; (76, 77)]. No missing values were
present in the final dataset. Therefore, the final sample used for
the study was N = 1,804.

Determine the Most Appropriate Software,
Estimator, Rotations, and Procedure
CFA and ESEM analyses were conducted using Mplus v
8.6 (50). To explore the factorial validity of the MHC-SF
a competing measurement modeling strategy via structural

1Note that the ESEM-with-CFA is not an alternative factorial model. It’s specified

as a means to conduct more complex analysis as discussed prior. This model is

only specified and compared to demonstrate the full capability of the De Beer and

Van Zyl (63) ESEM code generator and to demonstrate that no differences exist

between it and Model 4.
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equation modeling was used. The maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation method was employed, given the relatively normal
distribution of the data. For the ESEM models, an oblique target
rotation was used and for the bifactor ESEM and bifactor CFA, a
target orthogonal rotation was employed.

In order to determine the best-fitting model for the
data, we estimated and sequentially compared several CFA
(unidimensional, first-order factor, second-order factor, and
bifactor) and ESEM (first-order ESEM, hierarchical ESEM,
bifactor ESEM, and ESEM-within-CFA) models. The CFA
models were specified according to the independent cluster
modeling assumptions where items are only permitted to load
onto their a priori theoretical factor, and cross-loadings were
constrained to zero (79). For the bifactor model (B-CFA), we
used a target orthogonal rotation. A general factor (G-factor)
was specified, comprising all the items of the MHC-SF Further,
three specific factors (S-factors) corresponding to the a priori
theoretical dimensions of the MHC-SF were specified. For the
ESEMmodels, we used a target rotation. Here, we specified items
to load onto their a priori theoretical constructs where cross-
loadings were freed but targeted to be as close to zero as possible
(20).With theH-ESEMmodel, we explored a second-order factor
structure where the original ESEM model was re-specified as
a CFA model, in line with the ESEM-within-CFA framework.
We used the non-standardized loadings from the ESEM model
as starting values for the H-ESEM estimation. Factor variances
were constrained to one, and one item per latent construct was
constrained to be equal to the original ESEM item loading. Then
we used the first-order factors to define a higher-order factor to
determine the variance and the standardized path coefficient for
each individual factor loading onto the overall Mental Health
Factor. For the bifactor ESEM (B-ESEM) we followed a strategy
similar to its B-CFA counterpart. However, in the B-ESEM, a
target rotation was used where cross-loadings were freed and
targeted to be as close to zero as possible. For all models, observed
items were used as indicators for latent variables. For the ESEM-
within-CFA model, mental health is seen as the function of three
independent first-order factors, where the starting values from
the initial ESEM model are used to constrain the items loadings
for each independent factor. Here the original ESEM model is
re-expressed within a CFA framework; as such, no rotation is
necessary. Using De Beer and Van Zyl’s (63) ESEM generator,
we generated the Mplus syntaxes for the ESEM, B-ESEM and
H-ESEMmodels.

Determine Appropriate Goodness-of-Fit
Indices and Indicators of Measurement
Quality
To determine the best fitting measurement model, both
goodness-of-fit indices and measurement quality indicators
are used to discriminate between models. First, the Hu
and Bentler (32) model fit criteria were used to establish
data-model fit (cf. Table 2). Second, various indicators of
measurement quality were used to further inspect and
discriminate between models. Here, the standardized factor
loadings (λ > 0.35), the item uniqueness (>0.10 but <0.90),

levels of tolerance for cross-loadings, and overall R2 for each
item was inspected. Only models that met both the measurement
quality and goodness-of-fit criteria, were retained for
further analyses.

Estimate and Report the Model Fit
Indicators for Competing CFA Models
Four CFA measurement models were estimated based on the
different a priori factorial permutations of the MHC-SF found
in the literature (see Point 1 of the Tutorial). In the model
estimation, measured items were treated as continuous variables
and used as indicators for the latent factors. No items were
omitted, error terms were left uncorrelated and item parceling
was not allowed. The following models were estimated in Mplus:

Model 0: Unidimensional CFA Model of Overall Mental

Health. A unidimensional model for overall Mental Health
(labeled “MENTAL”) was estimated, where all 14 items (MHC_1
to MHC_14) were specified to load directly on to such. This
model acts as the baseline model for analyses.

Model 1: Correlated Three First-Order CFA Model

comprised of EWB, SWB and PWB. A model was estimated
where the MHC-SF is comprised of three first-order factors
measured by 14 items: Emotional Well-being (labeled
EMOTION comprised of items MHC_1 to MHC_3), Social
Well-being (labeled SOCWELL comprised of items MHC_4
to MHC_8) and Psychological Well-being (labeled SOCWELL
comprised of items MHC_9 to MHC_14). These factors were left
to freely correlate.

Model 2: A Hierarchical CFA Model compromised of a

single Second-Order Factor ofMentalHealth,made up of three

first-order factors. Here, Mental Health was seen as a second-
order factor that is a function of Emotional Well-being (Item:
MHC_1 toMHC_3), Social Well-being (Items: MHC_4 to 8) and
Psychological Well-being (Items: MHC_9 to MHC_14).

Model 3: Bifactor CFA Model of Overall Mental Health.
MHC-SF was estimated to be comprised of a General Factor
representing overall mental health (where all 14 items are
specified to load onto such directly) which is distinct and
independent from its three first-order factors Emotional
Well-being (Item: MHC_1 to MHC_3), Social Well-being
(Items: MHC_4 to 8), and Psychological Well-being (Items:
MHC_9 to MHC_14). Here an Orthogonal Target rotation
[ROTATION = TARGET (ORTHOGONAL)] was used and
the relationships between specific and general factors were
constrained to zero (this is automatically done in Mplus, but
can also be manually specified by constraining the relationships
between factors in the WITH statement to @0). The first factor
loadings for each factor, which are automatically constrained to
1 by Mplus, were permitted to be freely estimated (indicated by
the ∗). The variances for each specific and general factor were
constrained to 1 (indicated by @1). The initial results showed
that the model couldn’t converge, after which the iterations and
starting values were increased. However, the results showed that
item MHC_10 then produced a negative residual error variance.
Kline (77), as well as Wong and Wong (81), indicated that in
such cases, the residual error variance of the observed indicator
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should be constrained to be positive and slightly bigger than zero
(MHC_10@0.03). This allowed the model to converge.

Table 3 provides a summary of the model fit indices for each
of the estimated models. The results showed that none of the
CFA models completely fitted the data based on the model fit
criteria specified inTable 2. However,Model 3, the B-CFAmodel,
partially met the goodness-of-fit criteria {χ2

(1,802)
= 868.74;

df = 64; CFI = 0.94; TLI = 0.89; RMSEA = 0.08 [0.079,
0.088]; SRMR = 0.05}. The parameter estimates showed that
this model produced a well-defined general factor (with all items
λ > 0.35; small standard errors <0.04). Further, the specific
factors were also relatively well-defined, with item loadings
matching expectations for both the Emotional Well-being and
Social Well-being subscales. However, itemsMHC_11, MHC_13,
and MHC_14 on the Psychological Well-being Subscale showed
non-significant specific factor loadings (p > 0.01). Further, items
MHC_9, and MHC_12 only produced small, yet significant,
factor loadings (λ < 0.39) on the psychological well-being factor.
Under normal circumstances, this model would therefore also be
rejected for further consideration. However, for the purposes of
this tutorial, Model 3 will be retained for further analyses to show
how ESEM and CFA models can be compared.

Estimate and Report the Model Fit
Indicators for Competing ESEM Models
Next, a series of ESEM models were estimated based on the
a priori CFA factorial structures of the MHC-SF found in the
literature (see Point 1 of the Tutorial). Similar to the CFA
models, measured items were tread as continuous variables and
used as indicators for the latent factors. No items were omitted,
and item parceling was not allowed. However, unlike the CFA
models, cross-loadings were permitted but targeted to be close
to zero. The De Beer and Van Zyl [(63); http://www.surveyhost.
co.za/esem/] ESEM syntax generator was used to create the
syntaxes needed to run the ESEM, B-ESEM, H-ESEM and ESEM-
within-CFA models. For the purposes of this tutorial, we will
walk readers through each step of the estimation process, from
generating the codes via the tool to how it should be presented
and interpreted. First, a general overview and step by step guide
on using the tool will be presented. Second, the tool will be
applied to the MHC-SF dataset to generate the results.

Overview and Purpose of the De Beer and
Van Zyl (63) ESEM Code Generator
The purpose of the De Beer and Van Zyl (63) ESEM tool is to
aid researchers to generate the Mplus syntaxes needed to run
several complex ESEM models. Estimating ESEM models within
Mplus is rather complex and could become rather tedious. The
tool was developed to intuitively guide researchers to generate
the Mplus syntaxes needed to estimate normal ESEM-, bifactor
ESEM-, Hierarchical ESEM (H-ESEM), and ESEM-within-CFA
models. This tool is based on the ESEM estimation procedure
discussed in Asparouhov and Muthén (30) and demonstrated by
Howard et al. (45) for bifactor ESEM andMorin and Asparouhov
(44) for H-ESEM and ESEM-within-CFA models.

Estimating these ESEM models can be done in four relatively
easy steps: T
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FIGURE 1 | Step 1: specify a CFA model.

1. STEP 0: Navigate any web browser to http://www.
surveyhost.co.za/esem/

2. STEP 1: Specify a CFAModel. Provide theMplus syntax code
for a traditional First-Order CFA Factorial model and Click
Continue to generate the syntaxes.

3. STEP 2: Generate, Copy, and Run the ESEM Syntaxes in

Mplus. Copy the syntax generated for the Regular ESEM or
bifactor ESEM solution into Mplus and run these models.

4. STEP 3 (Optional): Generate, Copy, and Run the Syntax

for H-ESEM/ESEM-within-CFA Models. Upload the Mplus
Output produced in STEP 2 to generate the syntaxes for the
H-ESEM- and ESEM-within-CFA models and click continue.

Step 1: Specify a CFA Model
Once users have directed their browser to the online tool, they
will be requested to specify a basic CFA factorial model. This
tool only accepts the syntax commands for Mplus v.6 and above.
Specify a basic first-order CFA factorial (measurement) model
in the Mplus language on the INPUT command (cf. Figure 1).
This can be done by using the BY command in Mplus (e.g.,
EMOTION by Item1 Item2 Item3;). Ensure that all first-order
factors are correctly specified, and the command closes with a ‘;’.
Once done, the researcher should click continue to generate the
Mplus syntaxes.

Step 2: Generate-, Copy-, and Run the ESEM

Syntaxes in Mplus
Upon clicking continue, the user will be redirected to a new
page whereby the Original Input is provided as well as the
regular- and bifactor ESEM syntaxes generated (see Figure 2).
The syntax provides the correctly specified ESEM models and

brief descriptions of each command for ease of reference (see
Figure 3 as an example). The appropriate syntax required by
the researcher should then be copied and pasted in Mplus.
Researchers should, however, still specify (1) the name- or
location of the dataset next to the FILE IS command, (2) populate
the variables names from the dataset under the NAMES ARE
command, (3) specify how missing values are labeled under the
MISSING ARE ALL (-XX) command, (4) make choices in the
ANALYSIS command relating to the estimation method, and
rotation type, and (5) any additional outputs required [cf. (50)
for an outline of different output commands]. Once these factors
have been clarified, the researcher can run both models in Mplus.
The output of the ESEM model should be saved, as this will be
used as input for the next step, should users want to generate
H-ESEM or ESEM-within-CFA models.

Step 3 (Optional): Generate, Copy, and Run the

Syntax for H-ESEM or ESEM-Within-CFA Models
Researchers may also be interested in estimating more complex
ESEM models such as H-ESEM or ESEM-within-CFA models.
These models require that the starting values for both be changed
from the defaults. The non-standardized factor loadings from
the original ESEM model should be used as starting values for
the H-ESEM and ESEM-within-CFA model estimation syntaxes.
Factor variances are also constrained to one, and one item
per latent construct is constrained to be equal to the original
ESEM item loading. Then we used the first-order factors to
define a higher-order factor to determine the variance and the
standardized path coefficient for each individual factor loading
onto a higher-order factor. For the ESEM-within-CFA model,
the regular ESEM model is re-expressed as a CFA model.
This model employs the unstandardized factor- and cross-
loadings estimated from the regular ESEM model as starting
values (denoted by the ∗ command). First-order factor variances
are again freely estimated, whereas the higher-order factor is
constrained to 1 in order to identify the model. Furter, in
this model, one item per first-order factor has all its factor
loadings constrained to equal that of the original ESEM values
denoted by the @ command. Researchers can do this manually,
however, this leaves room for error. The tool aids researchers to
generate these syntaxes, by requesting that the original Mplus
output from the ESEM model generated in Step 3 be uploaded.
Researchers should click on the UPLOAD button and direct
their explorer to the output file from the original ESEM model
(see Figure 4)2.

Once selected, users can select from two cross-loading
options: (a) the Default Loadings which uses the largest factor
loading for each factor and fixes it as the cross-loading for each
factor or (b) Optimized Loadings whereby the script attempts

2It is, however, important to note that in the ESEM within CFA code generator

that all referent indicators are fixed (@) in all the factors to the starting values to

aid in convergence. Therefore, factor variances are freed (as indicated by the ∗;

e.g., EMOTION∗). If these factor variances are manually constrained to 1 (e.g.,

EMOTION@1;) then the starting value of the referent indicator in its original

factor should then be freed (∗). Either specification should result in the same

degrees of freedom, model fit and parameter estimates.
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FIGURE 2 | Step 2.1: Generated ESEM and bifactor ESEM Syntaxes.

to find the most optimal loadings from the specific original
factor where it also has the smallest cross-loadings to fix in the
model. The latter is still an experimental feature and novices are
encouraged to use the Default Loadings option. Once the cross-
loadings option is selected, researchers can click on CONTINUE
to generate the new syntaxes (kindly note that no information
about the data is captured or stored on the server). This will then
redirect the user to a new page where two additional ESEM syntax
options have been generated (see Figure 5). These syntaxes can
then be copied and pasted into Mplus to be run. The tool will
be practically applied, and example codes are shown in the
next section.

Estimate and Report the Results for
Competing ESEM Models
After the four CFA models were estimated, four ESEM models
were tested against the data. These ESEMmodels follow the same
theoretical structure of the CFA models, however, cross-loadings
were permitted but constrained to be as close to zero as possible.
The syntaxes for these ESEM models were generated with the
ESEM Code Generator (63). The following ESEM models were
estimated in Mplus:

Model 4: Correlated Three-Factor First-Order ESEM

Model Comprised of Emotional-, Social-, and

Psychological Well-Being
This model assumes that Emotional- (Targeted Items: MHC_1
to MHC_3), Social- (Targeted Items: MHC_4 to 8), and
Psychological well-being (Targeted Items: MHC_9 to MHC_14)
are separate yet related components of mental health. In this
model, items are targeted to load onto their a priori factorial
model, but cross-loadings were permitted but targeted to be
close to zero. The code generated to run the model in Mplus is
presented in Figure 6.

Model 5: A Hierarchical ESEM Model Compromised

of a Single Second-Order Factor of Mental Health,

Made Up of Three First-Order Factors
Mental health was specified as a second-order ESEM model
that is a function of EWB (Item: MHC_1 to MHC_3), SWB
(Items: MHC_4 to 8), and PWB (Items: MHC_9 to MHC_14).
Again, items were specified to load directly onto their a priori
first-order factors. Cross loadings were again permitted but
constrained to be as close to zero as possible. The ESEM-
within-CFA estimation procedure was used to construct the
higher-order factorial model. Here the starting values for each
item was constrained to be the same as the unstandardized
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FIGURE 3 | Step 2.2: Example output for the bifactor ESEM Syntax.

factor- and cross-loadings estimated from the Regular ESEM
Model (Model 4). The first-order factor variances were freely
estimated and that of the higher-order Mental Health Factor
was constrained to 1. Further, for the first-order factor, one item
per factor is constrained to produce exactly the same loadings
and cross-loadings as the ESEM Model 4. Finally, the Higher-
Order Factor Mental health (or HFACTOR in the syntax in
Figure 7) was specified as being comprised of freely estimated
first-order factors.

Model 6: Bifactor ESEM Model for Overall Mental

Health
Similar to Model 3, the MHC-SF was specified to be comprised of
a General Factor representing overall mental health (where all 14
items are specified to directly load onto such) which is distinct
and independent from its three first-order factors emotional-
(Target Item: MHC_1 to MHC_3), social- (Target Items: MHC_4
to 8), and psychological well-being (Target Items: MHC_9 to
MHC_14). Target items were specified to load directly on their
a priori factorial models but cross-loadings on the specific factors

were permitted but constrained to be as close to zero as possible.
Figure 8 provides a screenshot of the Mplus Syntax.

Model 7. A Correlated Three-Factor

ESEM-Within-CFA Model
Here, mental health is seen as the function of three independent
first-order factors (as specified before). Within this model, the
Regular ESEM Model (Model 4) is re-expressed as a CFA
model, where the starting values from Model 5 are used to
constrain the items loadings for each independent factor. The
variances of the three first-order factors (emotional-, social-,
and psychological well-being) are freely estimated. This model
is not a separate or different type of ESEM model that should
be contrasted/compared. This model is only specified to be used
for more complex follow-up analysis. It’s only estimated and
compared here to demonstrate the tool. The Syntax is presented
in Figure 9.

The model fit indices of the ESEM models are also captured
and summarized in Table 4. Unlike the CFA models, the results
showed that Model 4 [χ2

(1,802)
= 634.78; df = 52; CFI = 0.94;

TLI = 0.90; RMSEA = 0.08 [0.073, 0.084]; SRMR = 0.03;
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FIGURE 4 | Uploading ESEM output and specifying cross-loadings option.

FIGURE 5 | Step 3: H-ESEM or ESEM-within-CFA models codes generated.

AIC = 76002.24; BIC = 76370.59], Model 6 [χ2
(1,802)

= 272.285;

df = 41; CFI = 0.98; TLI = 0.95; RMSEA = 0.06 [0.050,
0.062]; SRMR = 0.02; AIC = 75661.74; BIC = 76090.56], and
Model 7 [χ2

(1,802)
= 634.78; df = 52; CFI = 0.94; TLI = 0.90;

RMSEA = 0.08 [0.073, 0.084]; SRMR = 0.03; AIC = 76002.24;
BIC= 76370.59] all fitted the data. Further Model 4 (the original
ESEM model) and Model 7 (the ESEM-within-CFA models)
produced, as intended, the same results. Further, by inspecting
the parameter estimates, the results showed that all models,

except Model 5, showed the expected results with target items
loading significantly on their respective factors (λ > 0.35; small

standard errors <0.04). Given that Model 5 did not meet either

the model fit or measurement quality criteria, it was disregarded
for further analysis.

Compare CFA and ESEM Models to
Determine the Best-Fitting Model for the
Data
The next step is to contrast and compare the retained CFA
and ESEM models. From the previous sections the bifactor

FIGURE 6 | Mplus syntax for a three first-order ESEM model of mental health.

FIGURE 7 | Mplus syntax for a H-ESEM model of mental health.

CFA Model (Model 3) as well as the Three-First Order
Factor ESEM (Model 4), bifactor ESEM (Model 6)„ and
ESEM-within-CFA (Model 7) were retained. These competing
Models are further compared based on their Model Fit
Indices, and the results summarized in Table 4. The results
showed that Model 6 fitted the data significantly better
than Model 3 (1χ2

= −596.46; 1df = 27; 1CFI = 0.06;
1TLI = 0.06; 1RMSEA = −0.03; 1SRMR = −0.03; 1AIC:
−550.45; 1BIC: −424.00), and Model 4 and Model 7
(1χ2

= −362.498; 1df = 39; 1CFI = 0.03; 1TLI = 0.05;
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FIGURE 8 | Mplus syntax for a bifactor ESEM model of mental health.

FIGURE 9 | Mplus syntax for the ESEM-within-CFA model of mental health.

1RMSEA = −0.02; 1SRMR = −0.01; 1AIC: −340.50; 1BIC:
−280.23). The ESEM Model 6 is therefore retained for further
comparisons and the CFA Model 3 just retained for purposes of
the tutorial.

Factor Correlations
The factor correlations between factors for the best fitting
measurement models should be estimated and compared in the
next step. Models where the lowest correlations between factors
are shown, show that these models are able to better discriminate
between factors. The model with the lowest factor correlations

should be retained (20). However, given that a bifactor ESEM and
bifactor CFA model fit the data the best in the current sample,
inter-factor correlations cannot be computed as relationships are
constrained to zero.

Item Level Parameters, Standardized
Factor Loadings, and Reliability
In the final step, item level parameters and reliability indicators
are reported. For the sake of transparency in this tutorial, item-
level descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, skewness,
kurtosis) are also reported. Further, indicators of measurement
quality (standardized factor loadings, standard errors, item-level
residual variances, and item level R2) and levels of reliability
(omega and CITC) were computed for both the bifactor CFA
(Model 3) and bifactor ESEMModels (Model 6).

The results summarized in Table 5 show that items were
relatively normally distributed [Skewness and Kurtosis<+2;−2:
(89)], that each item was adequately associated with its overall
a priori factor [CITC r > 0.30: (83)] and that the general and
specific factors for both the ESEM and CFA models showed to
be reliable.

Further, both Model 3 and Model 6 produced well-defined
general factors (with all items λ > 0.35; small standard errors
<0.04). Further, the specific factors were also relatively well-
defined with item loadings matching expectations for both the
EmotionalWell-being and SocialWell-being subscales. However,
items MHC_11, MHC_13, and MHC_14 on the Psychological
Well-being Subscale for both models showed non-significant
factor loadings (p > 0.01). Further, items MHC_9, and MHC_12
only produced small, yet significant, factor loadings (λ < 0.39)
on the Psychological Well-being factor for both models.

Finally, the level of reliability of the two models and their
subscales were computed using Dueber’s (84) calculator. The
results, summarized in Table 6, show that the proportion of the
common variance explained by the specific and general factors
(ECV), and the overall omega produced similar results. The
bifactor ESEM model did, however, produce slightly higher ECV
values for the General Mental Health Factor (ECV = 0.70), and
the Emotional- (ECV= 0.48) and Social well-being (ECV= 0.42)
subscales. Both models produce similar, if not equivalent, levels
of reliability with Omega exceeding the suggested cut-off criteria.
However, when accounting for the presence of the general
factor, the specific factors for neither models produced adequate
Omegahs levels (Omegahs < 0.70).

Taken together, the results show that the bifactor ESEMmodel
fitted the data proportionally better than the bifactor CFA model
and produced slightly better parameter estimates. As such, the
bifactor ESEMmodel is retained for potential further analyses.

Further Analysis: Demonstration of
ESEM-Within-CFA in a Structural Model
Although the results showed that the bifactor ESEM model
should be retained for further analysis, it does not afford the
possibility to demonstrate the full usefulness or function of the
ESEM-within-CFA framework [cf. (24)]. As stated previously,
regular ESEM models can not directly be used within more
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complex estimation procedures (e.g., structural models) as they
would produce convergence problems, and therefore the ESEM-
within-CFA framework should be used to re-specify an ESEM
model within a CFA framework. Within the current tutorial, the
ESEM-within-CFA approach was already used to estimate the
higher-order ESEM model (Model 5), however, the three first-
order factorial ESEM model (Model 4) fitted the data better.
Therefore, to demonstrate ESEM-within-CFA function, Model 3
was respecified as an ESEM-within-CFAmodel to produceModel
7. This model, which should produce exactly the same model fit
statistics as the normal ESEM model, could therefore be used for
more complex analysis.

Based on Westerhof and Keyes’ (54) assertion that mental
health andmental illness are on separate, yet related, continuums,
the relationship between common mental health problems, and
mental health was investigated. As such, a structural path model
was estimated based on the three first-order ESEM-within-
CFA model of mental health and a traditional CFA model for
mental illness as measured by the Brief Symptoms Inventory (cf.
Figure 10). In this model, the common mental health problems
were specified as the exogenous (input) factor and regressed
on the three components of mental health (emotional well-
being, social well-being, and psychological well-being) as the
endogenous (outcome) factors.

The structural model showed acceptable fit: χ2

(202, N = 1,084) = 1,419.42 (p < 0.01; TLI = 0.92; CFI = 0.93;
RMSEA = 0.06 [0.055–0.061]; SRMR 0.03; AIC = 116579.93;
BIC = 117113.22; aBIC = 116805.05). The results showed that
overall common mental health problems explained 35.5% of the
variance in Emotional Well-being (β :−0.60; S.E: 0.02; p < 0.01),
1.5% in Social Well-being (β : −0.12; S.E: 0.03; p < 0.01) and
8.9% in Psychological Well-being (β : 0.30; S.E: 0.03; p < 0.01).
This implies that higher levels of overall common mental
health problems is associated with lower levels of emotional-,
psychological-, and social well-being.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to illustrate the applicability of
ESEM as an alternative to traditional CFA approaches when
evaluating the factorial validity of an instrument. By using the
MHC-SF as an example, we provided (a) a brief overview of
ESEM (and different ESEM models), (b) structured guidelines
on how to estimate, compare, report, and interpret ESEM
models, and (c) a step-by-step guide on how to produce ESEM
syntaxes for Mplus with an innovative online tool. The results
of this study highlight the value of ESEM, over and above that
of traditional confirmatory factor analytical approaches. The
study results also show practical implications for measuring
mental health with the MHC-SF, by illustrating that a bifactor
ESEM model fits the data significantly better than any other
empirical model.

This tutorial demonstrates that restrictive CFA models for
the MHC-SF, where items are constrained to only load onto
their respective subscales, are insufficient to provide good
model fit and adequately describe the data. Specifically, the
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TABLE 5 | Item level descriptive statistics, factor loadings, and reliability indicators of Model 3 and Model 6.

Factor Item Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis CITC Model 3–bifactor CFA model Model 6–bifactor ESEM model

Gfactor Sfactor Gfactor EWB Sfactor SWB Sfactor PWB Sfactor

λ S.E. λ S.E. δ λ S.E. R2
λ S.E. λ S.E. R2

λ S.E. δ

Emotional

well-being

MHC_1 4.41 1.17 −0.78 0.26 0.72 0.57 0.02 0.59 0.02 0.32 0.57 0.02 0.33 0.62 0.02 −0.01 0.02 0.00 −0.05 0.02 0.29

MHC_2 4.85 1.11 −1.11 1.11 0.65 0.63 0.02 0.40 0.02 0.44 0.62 0.02 0.39 0.41 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.44

MHC_3 4.72 1.04 −0.92 0.90 0.72 0.55 0.02 0.64 0.02 0.29 0.54 0.02 0.29 0.62 0.02 −0.01 0.02 0.00 0.10 0.02 0.31

Social

well-being

MHC_4 3.60 1.46 −0.20 −0.91 0.54 0.59 0.02 0.23 0.03 0.60 0.58 0.02 0.33 0.12 0.02 0.24 0.03 0.06 −0.11 0.02 0.58

MHC_5 3.75 1.62 −0.33 −1.07 0.47 0.53 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.69 0.52 0.02 0.27 0.11 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.03 −0.16 0.02 0.67

MHC_6 2.35 1.29 0.60 −0.61 0.54 0.38 0.02 0.65 0.04 0.44 0.38 0.02 0.15 0.02 0.02 0.62 0.03 0.38 −0.10 0.02 0.46

MHC_7 3.54 1.36 −0.21 −0.83 0.52 0.48 0.02 0.45 0.03 0.57 0.47 0.02 0.22 0.02 0.02 0.46 0.03 0.22 0.10 0.02 0.55

MHC_8 3.40 1.46 −0.13 −1.01 0.46 0.45 0.02 0.36 0.03 0.67 0.46 0.02 0.21 −0.18 0.02 0.40 0.03 0.16 0.13 0.03 0.58

Psychological

well-being

MHC_9 3.99 1.35 −0.59 −0.43 0.64 0.69 0.02 −0.17 0.02 0.50 0.71 0.02 0.50 −0.07 0.02 0.16 0.02 0.03 0.23 0.04 0.42

MHC_10 4.71 1.16 −1.09 1.02 0.58 0.65 0.02 −0.74 0.02 0.02 0.67 0.03 0.45 0.02 0.02 −0.04 0.02 0.00 0.47 0.05 0.33

MHC_11 4.61 1.23 −0.84 0.16 0.60 0.67 0.02 −0.02 0.02 0.55 0.67 0.02 0.44 0.17 0.02 −0.08 0.02 0.01 −0.01 0.04 0.52

MHC_12 3.36 1.58 −0.07 −1.14 0.49 0.58 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.62 0.59 0.02 0.35 −0.19 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.01 −0.34 0.05 0.48

MHC_13 4.08 1.35 −0.53 −0.45 0.67 0.71 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.50 0.73 0.01 0.54 −0.12 0.02 −0.07 0.02 0.00 −0.06 0.05 0.44

MHC_14 4.37 1.44 −0.80 −0.27 0.67 0.76 0.01 −0.02 0.02 0.42 0.76 0.01 0.57 0.09 0.02 −0.08 0.02 0.01 −0.02 0.04 0.42

Bold items, Significant target loadings (p < 0.05); Underlined items indicate cross-loading items; S.E., standard error; CICT, Corrected item total correlation; λ, Standardized factor loadings; S.E., Standard Error; δ, Item Uniqueness.

TABLE 6 | Reliability estimates and explained common variance.

Model 3: bifactor CFA Model 6: bifactor ESEM

ECV Omega Omega hs ECV Omega Omega hs

General factor 0.68 0.92 – 0.70 0.92 –

Emotional well-being 0.47 0.85 0.39 0.48 0.84 0.40

Social well-being 0.41 0.76 0.28 0.42 0.76 0.29

Psychological well-being 0.19 0.87 0.03 0.12 0.86 0.01
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FIGURE 10 | Mplus syntax for the relationship between BSI and

ESEM-within-CFA model of mental health.

results showed that neither the original correlated three-factor
CFA model for mental health (55), nor a higher-order factorial
model (58) could be confirmed. Similarly, the bifactor CFA
model proposed by Jovanovic (15), where mental health is seen
as a general factor, and emotional-, social-, and psychological
well-being are positioned as specific factors, only partially fitted
the data. Without specific- and deliberate modifications (e.g.,
correlating error variances of several items), the data would
not adequately represent these models. Therefore, when cross-
loadings are constrained, it undermines the measurement model.

In contrast, except for the Hierarchical ESEM Model, all
ESEM models seemed to fit the data. Comparatively, the three
first-order ESEM models comprised emotional-, psychological-,
and social well-being. The bifactor ESEM model fitted the data
significantly better than the CFA models. Therefore, it would
seem that the less restrictive models, that accounts for small
cross-loadings between items, overcame the limitations to the
overly restrictive CFA models in terms of both model fit and
indicators of measurement quality. These findings are in line
with other ESEM studies on the MHC-SF that reported generally
better data-model fit and stronger factor loadings compared to
CFA models (46, 61, 62). Further, our results are in line with
those of Lamborn et al. (61) that showed significant support for
a bifactor ESEMmodel. Here, mental health is better represented
by an overall general mental health factor, which is different
from, three specific factors of well-being. The general mental
health factor accounted for a large proportion of the variance and
showed adequate levels of reliability. The three specific factors
were also adequately represented by the data, however, these
only accounted for a small proportion of the overall variance.
This is similar to the findings of Lamborn et al. [(61), p. 15],
who also argued that researchers should, therefore, “exercise
caution when using and interpreting mean specific subscores”
of these bifactor models. The relative strength of the g-factor

in this model is not surprising, as studies comparing hedonic
and eudaimonic conceptualisations of mental health have shown
consistent support for a more general conceptualization of well-
being and mental health (90). Our results, therefore, support
ever-growing evidence in the literature for a tripartite model of
mental health (61).

Therefore, mental health researchers are encouraged to
incorporate ESEM into their measurement modeling strategies
and structurally compare such to traditional CFA approaches.
Given that mental health (and its three components) are
structurally and theoretically linked, it requires researchers
to apply less restrictive ESEM models, because cross-loadings
between factors are inherently expected (62). Failure to employ
these measures may lead to “a premature dismissal of central
aspects of mental health” [(62), p. 11] and create unwarranted
speculations within the literature.

Although this tutorial illustrated the applicability of ESEM
when attempting to explore the factorial validity of an
instrument, it is not without its limitations. The data employed in
this study is derived from self-report measures, is cross-sectional,
and participants were remunerated for their responses. This
implies that there may be some biased results, and responses
may not accurately represent reality. Further, there is currently
no accepted means to account for the cross-loadings in ESEM
models when estimating the scales’ reliability. Therefore, omegas
produced may not adequately represent the reliability of ESEM
models, and direct comparisons of these with traditional CFA
models should be made with caution. Further, the cut-off
criteria to establish model fit are still based on CFA principles
and the maximum likelihood estimation method. Although
researchers are cautioned against stringent reliance on rules
of thumb and cut-off scores, they do provide some form
of standardization that aids in interpreting results. Therefore,
simulation studies are required to determine the relevance and
functioning of these goodness-of-fit criteria in relation to ESEM
model estimation. Further, given the flexibility of ESEM, it is
difficult to demonstrate its full potential and to articulate a full use
case with a single dataset clearly. This tutorial provides a gentle
introduction to the estimation and exploration of the factorial
structure of a single instrument. Future tutorials should aim
to incorporate more complex use cases such as auto-regressive
modeling, measurement invariance, cross-lagged panel analysis,
and the like.

Notwithstanding these limitations, our tutorial provides an
illustrative example of approaching and estimating ESEMmodels
with Mplus through an easy to use code generating tool. It also
attempted to provide some suggested guidelines for approaching
an ESEM related study. We hope that this tutorial and tool
will aid researchers in incorporating ESEM into their model
estimation approaches and provide more realistic and thorough
evidence of their findings.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1 | Summary of ESEM estimation guidelines.

Step Description What to consider or report Reported in

manuscript

Where to report

Planning Phase

1 Develop a clear theoretical model

for the instrument based on the

available literature

Briefly discuss alternative, theory-informed (CFA) factorial models which the instrument could manifest

as. If factors within a CFA model are conceptually related, then there is also an argument for an ESEM

model with a similar structure. Should a global factor be expected, a bifactor CFA should be described

and an associated bifactor ESEM model mentioned.

Yes Literature review

For the validation of psychometric instruments, present clear hypotheses about the (CFA) factorial

structure of the instrument and present alternative hypotheses that the ESEM models should,

theoretically, provide a better representation of the data. For other studies, the relationships between

exo- and endogenous factors should be clearly articulated

Yes Literature review

2 Plan for the most appropriate

sample size

Determine and plan for the most appropriate sample size for the study. This can be done in many ways

[c.f. (70, 72, 88)]. Monte Carlo simulations are preferred [c.f. (73)]

No

Data Preparation Phase

3 Data cleaning, screening, and

preparation

Screen the data for potential issues (e.g. outliers), and prepare it for further analysis. Data quality checks

should also be performed [c.f. (64)]

No

Decide upon an appropriate missing values strategy (e.g. Multiple imputations, FIML, sensitivity analysis) Yes Methods: statistical analysis

4 Determine the most appropriate

software, estimation method,

rotation and procedure for the

analysis

Decide upon and report the software packages (and version number) that will be used for the analysis.

ESEM is fully integrated in Mplus, but is currently only partially supported in R.

Yes Methods: statistical analysis

If data follows a multivariate normal distribution, employ the Maximum Likelihood Estimator in Mplus. If

data is not normally distributed, either transform the data or use more robust estimation methods in

Mplus (e.g. MLR, WLSMV). For all models with continuous indicators, the MLR estimator is also

appropriate; models comprised of ordinal indicators WLSMV should be used.

Yes Methods: statistical analysis

Decide upon the most appropriate rotation method (Geomin / Target / Target Orthogonal). Geomin

rotations (with an epsilon value of .5) for more exploratory approaches. Target rotations for confirmatory

approaches. (Target) Orthogonal rotations are used for bifactor ESEM modeling.

Yes Methods: statistical analysis

Describe the analysis procedure to be employed

Data Analysis and Reporting Phase

5 Determine appropriate

goodness-of-fit indices, and

indicators of measurement

quality

Decide upon which goodness-of-fit indices are most appropriate for the analyses (e.g., TLI/CFI, RMSEA,

RMSEA Confidence Intervals etc). Report each index as well as the cut-off criteria to be considered.

Multiple indicators are to be mentioned (c.f. Table 2). CFI/TLI/RMSEA should always be employed as the

primary criterion.

Yes Methods: statistical analysis

Decide upon a priori indicators of measurement quality to be considered for the study (e.g. Standardized

λ > 0.40; item uniqueness > 0.1 but < 0.9; cross-loading tolerance levels; overall R2). However, the

results should be considered in the context of the study and what they might mean or indicate without

being rigid about minor deviations from the chosen guidelines.

Yes Methods: statistical analysis

6 Estimate and report the model fit

indicators for competing CFA

Models

Multiple measurement models need to be estimated and their model fit statistics reported. Only models

with theoretical justification should be estimated. The following models could be estimated: (1)

Unidimensional model, (2) correlated first-order factorial models, (3) second-order or ’hierarchal’ factorial

model, and (4) bifactor models

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

(Continued)
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TABLE A1 | Continued

Step Description What to consider or report Reported in

manuscript

Where to report

Report any potential modifications made to enhance model fit Yes Results: competing

measurement models

Tabulate all goodness-of-fit indices for all CFA models in a single table and indicate which models meet

the pre-defined criteria mentioned and to make the comparison reader-friendly (refer to Point 5).

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

7 Estimate and report the model fit

indicators for competing ESEM

Models

Multiple ESEM measurement models should be estimated and model fit statistics reported. In principle,

the ESEM alternatives to the traditional CFA models estimated in Point 6, should be reported. The

following ESEM models could be estimated: (1) correlated first-order factorial ESEM models, (2)

second-order or ’hierarchal’ factorial ESEM model, (3) bifactor ESEM models and (4) ESEM within CFA

models for use in structural models with other factors

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

Tabulate all goodness-of-fit indices for all ESEM Models into the same table as the CFA models and

indicate which models meet the pre-defined criteria mentioned in Point 5.

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

8 Compare CFA and ESEM

models to determine the best

fitting model for the data

CFA and ESEM models need to be compared against one another with the goodness-of-fit and

measurement quality criteria mentioned in Point 5. Models that show comparatively better model fit

should be retained for further analysis. It is, however, important to note that model fit should not be the

only consideration, but the parameter estimates should also be closely inspected and considered.

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

To retain ESEM models for further analysis, the following conditions need to be met: Yes Results: competing

measurement models

(a) The ESEM model should ideally show better data-model fit than the corresponding CFA model

(including the same number of factors defined similarly). If the factor correlations for the ESEM model are

smaller than those of the CFA model, then the ESEM model should be retained even if it fits as well as

the CFA model.

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

(b) For correlated factors models, the ESEM model should show reduced factor correlations Yes Results: competing

measurement models

(c) The ESEM model should only show small to medium cross-loadings. Should larger cross-loadings

exist, then there should be a theoretical explanation presented for such. Perhaps there are ‘wording’

effects or some logic that researchers can use to explain this.

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

(d) The estimated latent factors within the ESEM model should be well defined Yes Results: competing

measurement models

(e) Should there be multiple medium to large cross-loadings in the ESEM model, it could indicate support

for the presence of a larger global factor, and therefore the bifactor ESEM model could be explored.

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

(f) Additional factors to consider for bifactor models: This model should ideally show better data-model fit

than the corresponding CFA and ESEM models, there should be a well-defined G-Factor (where all items

load significantly on such), and reasonably well defined S-Factors (cross- and non-significant loadings

are permitted). For bifactor models, model fit should not be the only indicator informing a decision to

retain. Researchers should also inspect parameter estimates before making final decisions.

Yes Results: competing

measurement models

9 Report factorial correlations For the final retained measurement model (s), the factor correlations should be reported. This cannot be

done for bifactor Models . Smaller factor correlations mean better discrimination between factors. The

model with the smallest factor correlation is usually retained, however, decisions should be based in the

context of the other considerations (model fit, measurement quality and parameter estimates) mentioned

earlier.

Yes Results: factorial

correlations

(Continued)
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TABLE A1 | Continued

Step Description What to consider or report Reported in

manuscript

Where to report

10 Report and compare item level

parameters and reliability

Item level parameters and indicators of measurement quality (standardized factor loadings, standard

errors, item-level residual variances), as well as levels of reliability (composite reliability, or omega,),

should be tabulated and reported.

Yes Results: item level

parameters

Note, that if a bifactor CFA model is retained, editors or reviewers may request additional information

such as the Explained Common Variance (ECV), the H-factor, the Factor Determinacy indicator, the Item

level ECV, the Percent of Uncontaminated Correlations (PUC) and the Average Relative Bias Parameters

could also be reported as additional indicators of reliability and measurement quality [For a tutorial cf.

(84)].

Yes Results: item level

parameters

Decide upon appropriate indicators of reliability for both the CFA and ESEM models, such as composite

reliability [ρ > 0.80; (85)], or Mc Donald’s Omega [ω > 0.70; (86)].

Report the level of reliability for each (sub) scale of the instrument Yes Results: item level

parameters

Further or Additional Analysis

11 For further or additional analysis, the best fitting ESEM model is respecified as a CFA model

through the ESEM-within-CFA estimation procedure. This affords the opportunity to use the

ESEM-within-CFA model for more complex estimation procedures such as invariance testing,

multi-group analysis, latent growth models, structural models and the like.

Yes Results
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FIGURE A1 | Graphical representations of the MHC-SF’s various factorial models.
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